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KEY FRAGMENTOMICS
FEATURES FOR CANCER
DETECTION

Which fragmentomics
features are most important

for cancer detection?

RESULTS/FINDINGSThe logistic regression classifier
outperforms the random forest
classifier in all scenarios
Chromosomes 1, 7 and 8 contain
the most genomic bins that
contribute the most to the
classification task of both models
The genomic bins from Table 1 are
part of the 20 features that
contributed the most to the
classification task of both
classifiers

LIMITATIONS

RESEARCH QUESTION
Apply feature importance and
selection techniques to obtain the
most important fragmentomics
features from the available data
Understanding the level of
importance of these features can lead
to improved diagnostic tools such as
cancer detection based on blood tests

OBJECTIVE METHODOLOGY1 BACKGROUND
Cancer poses significant challenges for
patients and researchers due to its widespread
prevalence and complexity
Studying circulating DNA fragments in the
bloodstream of individuals with cancer
emerged as a promising path in cancer
investigation - Fragmentomics
Literature proved that fragmentomics features
offer great insights into cancer detection,
origin and treatment response [1], [2], [3] Figure 1: Pipeline describing the method used in this research 

Figure 5: Flowchart describing the feature selection approaches
used. The number at each hexagon’s end represents the amount

of features selected in each subsetFigure 2: Manhattan plot displaying the genomic bins across the entire genome. Each bin with a p-
value above the dashed line is selected during the selection procedure

Figure 4: The coefficient value of the 20 features that
contributed the most to the classification task using
logistic regression. For this setting, the classifier was

trained with the feature subset obtained after applying t-
test and correlation-based filtering 

Figure 3: ROC curve illustrating the performance
of the two classifiers when nested cross-validation

is used for evaluation

Table 1: Bins whose values are within the 20 most important
features in both classifiers. The numbers in the brackets
represent the start and end positions of the genomic bin 

The features used during the experiments are
extracted based on a single extraction approach
A conclusion about features’ importance can only
be derived manually by inspecting Figures 2 & 4
These results should be validated by experts in
the medical & bio-informatics field since they are
obtained from a purely computer-science
perspective  

7 CONCLUSION
Features are extracted from the available samples
Feature selection is applied to filter out the redundant features
The remaining ones are used for the classification task
After training the classifiers, the weights of the features are
extracted
The features with the highest coefficient values represent the
most important fragmentomics used in cancer detection using
blood 


